
Problem: The Amway Grand Plaza is a luxury hotel comprised of a collection of historic buildings and the 
more modern glass tower, an icon in the Grand Rapids skyline. With original structures dating back more than a 
century, few rooms have identical layouts, and many the building’s disparate mechanical systems are comprised 
of 100-year-old black pipe. The hotel’s water chemistry has been a constant challenge to maintain.

 “Black pipe and water are not friends,” says Mike Mosele, Director of Engineering for the Amway Grand Plaza.  
On a hot summer day, the hotel’s maintenance team would field 65-70 calls from guests whose rooms were too 
hot. The solution often required a staff member to access and change out heat pump hoses in the ceiling.

“Going into the ceiling is a lot of work,” says Mike. “Our staff would be miserable on hot days. Beyond the labor, 
it’s also a lot of wear and tear on the building itself to be constantly fixing those areas.”

The hotel would occasionally become so overwhelmed that it hired an outside contractor to change heat pump 
hoses during the hottest weeks of the summer.

CASE STUDY: Nanobubbles Create Dramatic 
Decrease in Room Calls, Increase in Heat 
Transfer for Century-Old Luxury Hotel

Customer Results
 + Decrease in room maintenance calls 
from 70/day to 2-3/day
 + 15˚drop in chiller water temperature 
(90˚ to 75˚)
 + Visible deposits began breaking up 
within 24 hours
 + Fewer equipment breakdowns
 + More consistent chemical tests

Baltimore Air Coil cooling towers impacted by the flow of 
nanobubbles.



For more information:  info@rapidwatertech.com

Solution: Rapid Water 
Technologies installed a 
side-stream 2x3 Nanobubble 
Generator on the hotel’s 
Baltimore Air Coil spray 
cooling towers. Water from 
the tower helps cool the 
closed loop system that 
serves the guests rooms. 

The patent-pending 
technology transforms 
existing noncondensable 
gases into millions of 
nanobubbles/ml of water. 
As the nanobubbles flow 
through the system, they 
destroy biofilm, remove 
existing deposits and disrupt 
future growth.

“ “It was a massive overhaul on our system... We have fewer calls, fewer equipment 
breakdowns, less wear and tear, and more consistent chemical tests.
 ~ Mike Mosele, Director of Engineering for Amway Grand Plaza

Rapid Water Technologies Nanobubble Generator installed on the Amway 
Grand Plaza Hotel’s cooling tower water line.

Results: : Mike observed visible deposits starting to break up within 24 hours of the Nanobubble Generator 
being installed. “You can’t see inside your system,” says Mike. “But over the course of four years, the system has 
done what it’s supposed to do, and it hasn’t stopped.”

As the nanobubbles removed biofilm, heat transfer dramatically improved, allowing the hotel’s systems to 
work more efficiently. The cooler water going into the chiller dropped from more than 90 degrees, down to 
approximately 75 degrees. “Everything is working less hard,” says Mike. “We have fewer calls, fewer equipment 
breakdowns, less wear and tear, and more consistent chemical tests.”

Before long, the drop in room calls was “astronomical” according to Mike. Instead of 70 daily maintenance calls 
in the summer, the hotel now has just 2-3 each day. He’s pleased about alleviating room calls – both from a cost 
avoidance standpoint and because the staff no longer has deal with them. “Staffing is hard these days,” says 
Mike. “Good business leaders are thinking of ways to make their lives easier.”

The results from the Rapid Water Technologies Nanobubble Generator have allowed the hotel’s technicians and 
staff to focus on preventative maintenance instead of reactive maintenance. “It was a massive overhaul on our 
system,” says Mike. “I’m confident that it’s working. It’s doing its job and helping us do a better job.”


